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A young girl's birthday is usually full of surprises and joy, but for Katya Dubko, it is truly the end of

the world as she knows it. This coming-of-age story follows the life of Katya, an eleven-year old

Ukrainian girl whose life is turned upside down after the Chernobyl disaster. Katya lives in a village

near Chernobyl and her father works at the nuclear power station. Her family is steeped in Soviet

patriotism and she believes that the station is a magical factory. When Katya is sent into the forest

to play while her family prepares for her birthday, she meets a mysterious, other-worldly boy named

Sammy, who tells her about the meltdown at Chernobyl. Sammy reveals the truth about the station

and about blind Soviet patriotism, and Katya's innocent world is destroyed. With Sammy's help, she

realizes she is no longer a little girl in a fairy tale but has become the author of her own life.
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A historical fiction based on true events, I really enjoyed this story. It's from the perspective of a

child resident, Katya, who's father worked in the Chernobyl plant when the explosions happen. She

recounts the reactions of the officials, residents, and workers when the explosions first took place

and the progression of tragedy as the true nature of the damage becomes realized. The author did

a good job of explaining the events so that to a certain extent, you can foresee some of the



tragedies before it happens which further connects the reader to the confusion and heartbreak of

the character's lives.After it becomes clear the damage is done and not able to be contained, the

residents are evicted from the town into nearby cities. The majority of residents end up in Kiev,

including the girl. Not only did residents have to leave behind all of their belongings due to

radioactive debris, they face many hardships in their new home as well. The residents of Kiev

become increasingly apprehensive of the new immigrants from Prip'yat and Chernobyl, believing

they could be infected with radioactivity by the immigrants themselves. This leads to turmoil and

confrontations between the two groups, and a young girl who is trying to make sense of everything

that is happening around her.In the wake of the turmoil in Kiev regarding the new residents and the

explosion, her own family and friends of the family begin taking different sides. Her father, whose

patriotism is completely unfaltering no matter what lies are spun by the government, transforms into

a darker figure in attempt to keep his family on the side of patriotism. His life long best friend

becomes the cloaked figure, attempting to spread the truth to people including Katya.
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